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Sr. No.

1.

Event

Date

Time

4-6th Feb : Preparation, Elimination, Awareness In Village

2.

INAUGURATION

8th Feb 2019

9:30 AM onwards

3.

SPEAK STREAK

7- 8 Feb 2019

9:00 AM onwards

4.

JUNOON

8th Feb 2019

9:00 AM onwards

5.

AKRITI

7 to 10 Feb 2019

9:00 AM onwards

6.

HEALTH CHECK-UP

7th Feb 19

9:00 AM onwards

7.

SORPRESA

7 to 9th Feb 2019

9:00 AM onwards;

8.

PRAYAS

8th Feb 2019

9.00 AM onwards

9.

REFLECTION

8th Feb 2019

9.00 AM onwards

10.

EVENT - X

9th Feb 19

9.00 AM onwards

11.

GRAM- SAMPARK

10th Feb 2019
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PRERNA 11.O
The NSS unit of RCOEM organized its annual, Week long Socio-cultural event PRERNA 11.0
from 4th Feb to 10th Feb. As the name suggests the main aim of the event is to provide a
platform through various kind of activities for many students to take PRERNA (Motivation) and
learn to give some time from their Student’s life for Society and Country as well.

 INAUGRATION :The Formal inauguration was held on 8th of February, 2019.It was conducted in the august
presence of Shri Chandrakantji Pendke, from Maitreyee Pariwar, Dr. Keshav Walke sir, NSS
PROGRAMME OFFICER, RTMNU and Dr. Rajpal Kashyap, SIMS Scientist and Dr. R.S.
Pande, PRINCIPAL, RCOEM. Dr. Keshav sir and Dr. Rajpal sir enlightened the knowledge of
the students through their experience which was shared by these guests during their speech. Dr.
Keshav Walke sir explained the power of youth along with their responsibility towards this
society. He also focused on ‘what NSS does?’ for the society. Dr. Rajpal kashyap focused on
the importance of using our knowledge for right purpose at right time. After the speech of guests,
Dr. Amit Anurag, NSS programme officer, RCOEM threw light on the working of the NSS unit
RCOEM. The speech was followed by the display of video Consisting all activities covered in
“PRERNA 11.O”.

 JUNOON:By the event “Junoon”, we try to lift up the courage and
confidence of “DIVYANG”, Differently abled students. In
this event these special children showcased their talent. This
includes the dance performances, music performances,
drawing performances as well. All the college students
appreciated them with their loud cheers and claps. All the
participants
were
distributed
with
chocolates and stationary.
This event was organized
on 8th of February 2019.
The word “JUNOON”
itself means passion and
this passion move person beyond their shortcomings and
failures. This was, what has been portrayed that day in the
campus of RCOEM. Marked with the presence of all the
guests of inauguration and Dr V.H Asudani (Asst. Prof.
Dept. of Humanities, RCOEM). Born visually impaired, Dr.
V.H.Asudani is a perfect example who has converted a disability into opportunity with his
strong will-power and dedication. He was asked to inspire the participants with his motivational
words. At the end badge distribution of the core committee was also done in which the complete
core committee of NSS were distributed with the badges of their respective posts.

 SPEAK STREAK:
The literary event of socio-cultural event PRERNA 11.O i.e. SPEAK STREAK took place on 7th
and 8th Feb. There were more than 50 participants
who took part in the event. The complete event was
divided into 4 rounds. On the first day, two rounds
were held under the mentorship of Dr Akanksha
Deshpande – Asst. Prof. Humanity Department,
RCOEM. The first round was the image
interpretation whereas the second round was
extempore along with the twist of emotion. Every
individual was given a topic along with an emotion
and they had to talk on that topic portraying the given
Emotion for 2 minutes. The next day other two
rounds were held under the mentorship of Mr Hitesh
Dewani. The students were divided into a group of
five and further proceeded with the group discussion
and the final round was extempore. There were finalist who were given the topic of extempore
and they were asked to speak on that particular topic for 1.50 min. Further the results were
announced followed by giving the memento to the guest of honour.

 HEALTH CHECKUP :
Health check-up camp was organised on 7th Feb 2019 for teaching, non-teaching and students
of RCOEM. With the Co-ordination of NSS Volunteers Doctors from different hospitals
Conducted free health check-up of the people. Total 224 people took part in the event and got
benefited. There were dentists, eye-specialist and general physician that helped in our event and
made it a huge success. Advance Dental Hospital, Conta-Care Eye Hospital and Alexis Hospital
Contributed for this Event.

 SORPRESSA:
This is basically a fun event with the social essence to
create a social awareness within the participants. This event
consisted of various group activities, physical tasks and an
event with the name skate round etc. The event got a huge
participation of students of our College and other colleges

also, the total count was around 200 people. The event helped in creating awareness about
PRERNA 11.0 in the campus.

 PRAYAS:

-

Being engineering students, lets utilise our technical knowledge for the Upliftment of the
ones in need. Believing the same, A new event was introduced this year with the name
“PRAYAS”. In this event, various daily life problem statements were given to students and the
solutions were expected from them. Participants in either presentation form or modules. Many
good ideas were collected from the event which can be implemented for the upliftment and the
betterment of the society. There were seven presentation conducted on different ideas. This event
was conducted in collaboration with Technology Business Incubators Foundation (TBI),
RCOEM. Dr. Praveen Dwarambar, Professor In-charge of TBI Guided to Students for
identifying the problem statement. All Ideas were evaluated by Dr. Rupesh Payas, Dean R & D,
Dr. Rajesh Raut HOD, EC Department and Prof M.R.Jain, Associate Professor in Industrial
Branch.

 REFLECTION :
Under ‘PRERNA 11.O’ we organised REFLECTION on 8th of February as one of the Events.
The theme was HAPPINESS and the criteria for competition eligibility was happiness due to
social cause. An exhibition of paintings and photographs took place. Those paintings and
photographs were submitted by the on-campus as well as off-campus students. 22 paintings and
4 photographs were displayed. Judgement for the competition was done by Dr. Deepshikha
Mehra, HOD of Humanities department, RCOEM and Mr. Avinash Londhe, Photo Journalist.
The event ended on a very happy note.

 EVENT -X :This was an event where the participating teams were given clues, riddles and the puzzles to solve.
The Team had to complete the task along with 'A thanking message card' was to be given to the
non -teaching staff as well as dust blowers which added social essence to the event. Then came the
round Dazzled pathway, wherein blind folded teams had to collect flags along with the names and
sayings of patriotic persons. Then event was summed-up with final round which included social
awareness skit performance by our first year students in which each team was given with one social
issue and they needed to give the solution of the same through their skit.

 AAKRITI & EXHIBITION:This was the exhibition of hand made things which was made by orphan children. We, the NSS
volunteers invited the students of such orphanages to showcase their art. We helped them to get
good values for their things. This exhibition was there for complete three days from 7-9th Feb
2019 in the RCOEM campus itself. To help the orphanages we kept one clue to purchase
something from AAKRITI in other events.

 GRAMIN SAMPARK :
The NSS Unit visited a village “Dorli”, Around 40 Km from Nagpur on Katol Road. The NSS
volunteers along with Doctors team Including dentists and Eye specialists from Advance Dental
Clinic and Conta – Care Eye Hospitals Conducted free Heal –Check Camp for all Villagers.
Around 250 villagers took part in the event and got benefited. Approx. 100 NSS Volunteers with
Faculty members of RCOEM were present and contributed during this event. NSS Volunteers
Continuously in contact with Sarpanch and other Gram Panchayat Samiti Members to make
aware about camp and similarly door to door visited to every villagers to motivate and make
them aware the benefit of the camp. NSS Students collected the children from village, played
with them and Educate also regarding Health, Sanitation & Cleanliness, Make them aware about
Swachh Bharat Abbhiyan. Finally this Camp and Gram –Smapark Activity ended with huge
Satisfactory with Active Involvement of Gram –Panchayt Samiti and Villagers.

